
The Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's

Cheque of New Offshore Company 

International Diamond Currency:

1,000,000,000,000 IDMD
Comparation foreign Currency:

10,000,000,000,000 €,

                                       Certified value on a Date 2017

Legal Status Cheque Values and Usage as a Company Grants:
1. The  federal  government  uses  development

planning strategies to ensure the budget of the
quality  of  economy  and  the  needs  of  each
company  and,  according  to  the  maximum
usable  resources  and  development
oportunities,  also  establishes  its  own
civilization  development  and  the  strength  of
the economy.

2. The federal government  will  establish
development  projects  that  are  ratified
by the economy budget strategy, so the
values  are  registered  in  the  Central
Bank of the Federation.

3. Registered  projects  are  assets  of  a
Governmental investment property that
can  be  strategically  marketed,
exchanged, or otherwise commercially
and  economically  exploited,  State
budget.

4. The Holdings Register in the Central Bank of
the  Federation  means  registering  the  Gross
Domestic  Product  value  that  establishes  the
strength of the financial currency.

5. The Central Bank and the Federal Government
therefore  use  their  own  legal,  economic,
financial, and trade administrative strategies to
determine the function of civilization, and thus
the Federal Government and the Central Bank
determine  the  norm  of  budgets  for  business
companies  as  individuals  and  the  number  of
business entities active in the federation. in the
interest of the budget of available or planned
products on the market,  thus establishing the
state budget.

6. The  federal  government,  according  civilized
law,  has  the  right  to  limit  and  decide  how
many  coins  and  what  amounts  of  money  a
citizen  or  companies  can  obtain,  which
currency and how. Thus, this check is created,
which is based on its own value on the average
monthly payout  of  the  company profit  norm
purpose  of  the  autonomy  of  civilization,
allowing  the  stable  functioning  and

development of the country.
7. The  Federation  therefore  issues  a  financial

check  for  each  of  its  business  company,
including  for  every  new  company  who
registers  as  Imperium  of  Diamond's  Federal
Citizen.

8. The  cheque  value  is  a  stabile  budget  on  the
date  of  the  check-document  creation,  and
Every month, the value of the check is regulate
autonomously  by  the  savings  budget  on  the
rhythm of the state trade payout power in the
category of corporate business.

9. The federal government has the right to
pursue the strategy of the economy, to
regulate  check  payment  capacities,
depending  on  the  current  product
market  capacity,  and  to  allow  stable
development  and  currency  until  full
development  planning capabilities are
attained.

10. A registered  company of  this  document,  and
every company of the Federation, has the right
to register his check value in the nature of the
present date, thereby also enforcing his rights
before  Courts,  Tribunals  and  Legal
Institutions.

11. This right is subject to a Federal Government
Certified  Check  for  each  business  company
individually.

12. Every  institution  of  Business  company,  has
always the open rights to use this citizenship
registration and the profit of a financial check,
so without  any discrimination on grounds of
business category or employment. Everyone is
equal in law.

13. The  document  is  legal  in  case  it  is  filled  in
according to the legal instrument and the form
which is written in this document of a certified
Company Cheque.

14. Please fill in the document according to
the form instructions.
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The Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's

Registration of Company
The Imperium of Diamond's federation

Aplicant for Company:

Name:.............................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
Official Adress:..............................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

Category of Business:....................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

State register Number:...................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

President name:..............................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
Contract Representative:................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

Telefon:..........................................................................................................................................................
Fax:.................................................................................................................................................................
E-mail:............................................................................................................................................................

Date of aknowledgement:..............................................................................................................................
Date of first interest for aplication:................................................................................................................
Date of current aplication act:........................................................................................................................

Signature of Contract Representation

............................................................................



The Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's

The applicant company confirms that the completed data is real identification and that no
facts have been falsified. The applicant company also gives confirmation that company personal
data  can  be  processed  by  the  Federal  Authorities  and  also  evaluated  and  recorded  in  the
government database of trade subjects and the state administration. The company thus confirms
membership  to  the  state  of  the  Federation  and  undertakes  to  respect  the  principles  of  the
jurisdiction of the state and to have in the interest of democratic participation in the state decision
about the development of the law of federal laws, as well as civilization values and development.

Every  company  of  the  Federation  always  has  free  rights  of  moral  and  civilian
responsibility, and no one can be deprived of his right.

Company is protected be the ID's right of state integrity and International bilateral, multilateral
and law relation or claims.
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Official signature of
Company Represent

Company LOGO Photo



The Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's

The Official verification of Aplication

Cheque of New Offshore Company (Activation Value)

Name Office
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

Name of Official
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

Office Number of Official
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

Official Stemp
Date/Time/Copies/Office/Officer/Adress

Number of Citizen Cheque:................................................................................................................................
Statute of Citizen Cheque:..................................................................................................................................

Notariat or Lawyer verification

Adress of certified office:................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................
Number of document in office:.......................................................................................................................................

Date:...............................................................................................................................................................................
Place:..............................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

Signature of Administration Office

...........................................................................



The Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's

New Citizen Cheque

1. The  Imperium of  Diamond's  Application  for  Company Head Quartier  of  the
Federal Government and the registration of the claimed value of the check of this
Companies  Disbursement  Document  are  identified  and  registered  with  the
Federation's  offices  when filling in or enabling authentication of  identity and
registration data.

2. If your documentation is officially listed, please submit your document to the
Federation's Official Offices and / or available certified persons.

3. If the Federation's offices can not be used for any reason, it is your right to apply
to your nearby Notary or Law Firm, even in the case of a large-capacity legal
community association, to verify the reality of this document in accordance with
your true identity, verifying your application and retaining evidence to enable
subsequent verification by the Federal Authorities of the date of your application.

4. Depending on the date of your application, the value of your entitlement will be
added to the value of the check, and You will be counted how much it is entitled
to pay You.

5. If the Official Office of Federation don't can have a legal function or stability,
please You use strategical cooperation according ID's Business & Labour codex
in part for State of Federation Stabilization process.

We People The One World !
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The Federal Government Imperium of Diamond's

The Imperium of Diamond's Federal Government form of Cheque Citizenship certification in Legal
connection  with  Federal  rules  on  citizenship  aplication  and  practice  of  Federal  Economy
Administration.

©™ 2017-non expire-unlimited law durability-free for distribution

ID's Labour & Business Codex
ID's Federal Constitution

www.TheImperiumofDiamondsGovernment.populiser.com


